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2. Seriousness of topics: above average average under avarage

* theroretical knowledges X

* input data and their processing X
* used methods x

3. Criteria of thesis classification excellent very good satisfactory unsatisfactory

degree of aim of work fulfilment x

independence of student during process of thesis x

logical construction of work x

work with literature and citations x
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design of  work (text, graphs, tables) x x

stylistic level x
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some of the chapters only from one source - 2.3 (Lippert, 2011), 2.4.2 (Moots, 2004)

the aim of the work was fullfilled

1) Student did not use fully the possibility of consultations of the thesis.
2) Can you describe some more possibilities of the sensomotoric traning with your patient?
3) What other sport activities would you recommend to your patient (except hiking with sticks, which you have 
mentioned in long-term plan)?

very good

 

1) the whole work is unfortunately printed both-sided, which is not correct form
2) very nice tables and pictures appropriately illustrates the thesis

1) the practical part describes day by day therapy, but the order of the procedures is not absolutely correct
2) the sensomotoric training is without any change in all 7 therapy sessions
3) whole therapy is relatively simple

30 tables, 11 pictures, 4 appendices

The aim of the thesis was to report the case study of gonartrosis and review knowledge about anatomy, neurology, 

kinesiology and pathology underlying the patients condition, and in addition an attempt to review the development of 

this diagnosis. 
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